5th ANNUAL SHELBY/FORD/AMC CAR SHOW
sponsored by SOCAL SHELBY AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE CLUB & JBA SPEED SHOP

NEW DATE:
SATURDAY SEPT 5, 2020  9AM TO  2PM
SHOW CAR ROLL-IN 7:00 TO 9:00AM,
RAIN OR SHINE EVENT-ALL PARKING IS ON GRASS
OPEN TO ALL SHELBY RELATED AUTOMOBILES,
ORIGINALS AND REPLICAS, AS WELL AS ALL YEARS
OF NON-SHELBY FORDS & AMCs

SPONSORS

$30 PRE-REGISTRATION, SAME PRICE DAY OF SHOW
FIRST 150 REGISTRATIONS WILL RECEIVE A DASH PLAQUE
SHOW LOCATION:
GRAPE DAY PARK. 321 NORTH BROADWAY,
ESCONDIDO CA 92026
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT WARRIOR FOUNDATION FREEDOM STATION
5th ANNUAL SHELBY/FORD/AMC CAR SHOW
sponsored by SOCAL SHELBY AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE CLUB & JBA SPEED SHOP
GRAPE DAY PARK, 321 N BROADWAY, ESCONDIDO, SATURDAY SEPT 5, 2020 9AM TO 2PM

Entry Classes (Class trophies by popular Vote)

CLASS 100: Original Shelby Cobras, Daytona Coupes, GT Cars, (Cobras, AC, CSX 2000, 3000, Daytona, Ford GTs)


CLASS 400: Tribute Shelby Mustangs, (all years)

CLASS 500: Continuation/Replica Shelby Cars, (CSX 4000, 6000, 7000 Cobras, Replica Cobras, Daytona, GT)

CLASS 600: Shelby Race Cars, (Any Shelby with Number Displayed on Car)

CLASS 700: Shelby Influenced Cars, (Shelby Pickups, Tigers, Dodge Viper RT, Dodge OMNI GLH, Shelby Dakota ect).

CLASS 800: Mustangs, (1965-1973)


CLASS 1100: Mustangs, (2005-2014)

CLASS 1200: Mustangs, (2015-Current Year)

CLASS 1300: Signature Mustangs, (Roush, Saleen, Steeda)

CLASS 1400: Mustangs, (Convertibles-all years)

CLASS 1500: Ford Cars/Trucks, (All Years)

CLASS 1600: SOCAL SAAC Members with non-Ford Cars/Trucks (All Years)

CLASS 1700: AMC CARS (All Years/Models)

To register/pay on-line www.socalsaac.org

ENTER MY CAR IN CLASS__________

NAME______________________________________________________TELEPHONE_____________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:____________________________________________REGISTRATION CONFIRMATION WILL BE EMAILED

CITY__________________________________________ST_______ZIP_____________

CAR YEAR ________ MAKE_____________________ MODEL___________________________________________

CAR CLUB____________________________________ SIGNATURE _______________________________________

QUESTIONS: 619 -990-6628 EMAIL: socalsaac@gmail.com or wavewig99@gmail.com

To Register by Mail Make $30 CHECK PAYABLE TO: SOCAL SAAC
MAIL TO: SOCAL SAAC CAR SHOW 1991 TROUSDALE PL. ESCONDIDO, CA. 92029

Downloaded from www.SoCalCarCulture.com

Liability Release: All entrants and participants hereby release and discharge The SOCAL Shelby American Automobile Club and JBA Speed Shop and all sponsors from any known or unknown damages, injuries or claims that may occur on the way to, during the event, or after the event.